**ADULT: Jeanne Molloy**

**Bereavement, Hospice, Musician**  
Joined August 2005; 1,100 hours of service

Jeanne is an incredible volunteer who puts her heart and soul into her work. Jeanne keeps busy by alternating between her three tasks of Bereavement, Hospice, and Musician, with the latter being her primary focus. Don’t let that undermine Jeanne’s natural gift in her other two assignments, though. Jeanne is an awesome Hospice Volunteer, and her calm and caring voice and demeanor is a true asset when working with hospice patients and their families. She is always willing and eager to take on new assignments, and she genuinely cares about the well being of others and gracefully accepts many different assignments. Above all, Jeanne is open, accepting, compassionate, caring, and a natural fit in the patient care environment. Please help us congratulate Jeanne on this achievement!

**COLLEGE: Sinduja Thinamany**

**STEP Force**  
Joined July 2014; 146 hours of service

Sinduja is a top-notch volunteer, and a great example of an ideal STEP Force team player. Being a STEP Force volunteer means Sinduja is often on her feet for most of her shifts, traversing all throughout the hospital. Despite this, she keeps a constant, cheerful smile and disposition about her, and sees every transport, escort, and delivery as a new experience and opportunity. She always sees a task through to the end, even if it means staying a little later than expected. Sinduja aspires to work in the health care field so she can care for those who are suffering, and she has a special interest in the Emergency Trauma Center.

**JUNIOR: Bailey Mumm**

**Junior Volunteer**  
Joined November 2012; 354 hours of service

Bailey Mumm is a Junior Volunteer who never misses a beat. She rarely calls in to reschedule a shift, and when she does she always gives ample notice by letting the Volunteer Office know! Bailey’s can-do attitude and attention to detail has served her well in the Team Lead position, where she assists and trains new volunteers on the various tasks of the JV Program. Calm, collected, and easy-going, Bailey can be seen volunteering with the rest of the Monday evening crew, and consistently goes out of her way to assist her peers. Bailey joined the Volunteer Program because of her interest in the medical field, and she aspires to find a career within healthcare someday.

**NOMINATE SOMEONE FOR VOLUNTEER OF THE MONTH TODAY!**

St. Cloud Hospital likes to recognize its outstanding volunteers. Nominate someone who you feel deserves the Volunteer of the Month Award for their outstanding commitment and service. Contact the Volunteer Program at volunteer@centracare.com or 320.255.5638 or visit the Volunteer Information Center.